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STABILIZATION POLICY AND LAGS:
SUMMARY AND EXTENSION*
BY J. PHILLIP COOPER ANt) STANLEY FISCHER
This paper examines the effect of both the length and tunability of higs on the effectiveness of counter-
cyclical stabilization policy. The authors conclude that while thlatter are an argument infwor of less
vigorous use of stabilization policy, the former are not. The lunger are lags, the more tigorousic should
stabilization policy be used. They also find that in their models, the constant grouth raze ,'a!uc is never
optimal and that the careful use offeedback controls is bound to be stabilizing.
INTRODUCTION
The major aim ofthis paper is to study the effects of both the length and variability
of lags on the effectiveness of couritercyclical stabilization policy. The chief tool
of analysis is a simple difference equation, in which the value of a target variable (y)
is determined as a function of its lagged value and concurrent and lagged values
of a policy variable(x) as well as an additive stochastic term (u) ; the policy variable
(x,) is taken to be determined by a closed-loop feedback control rule responding to
the lagged value of the target variable (y1)proportional control----and the
change in the value of the target variable (y,,- y,_2)derivative control.
The effectiveness of stabilization policy is evaluated by the value of the
asymptotic variance of the target variable under the rules; various parameters
of the difference equation determine both the mean length and the variability of
the lags in the effect of policy. We are thus able to examine the results of changes
in the length and variability of lags on the effectiveness of policy as policy is
adjusted optimally (with respect to minimization of asymptotic variance) in
response to these parameter changes. Our interest is not, however, confined to
optimal policies and we also investigate other properties of the system, suchas
its stability and sensitivity to nonoptimal choice of control rules, as lags vary.
In Section 1 below we very briefly summarize results obtained in our "CC"
(constant coefficients) model in which all lag parameters are constant. The notion
of variable lags and our representation of the notion through the randomizing of
lag coefficients are discussed in Section 2, when our "RC model" is introduced.'
The effects of the variability of lagsas measured by the variance of the lag
coefficientson the outcome of policy rules is examined in Section 3. There is
discussion in Sections 2 and 3 of the merits of a completely inactive policy which
avoids any attempts at "fine tuning"such policies have been recommended to
the monetary authorities by Friedman [2] and others.
sThe research described in this paper was supported by NSF Grant GS29711.This is a much-
shortened and somewhat changed version of our paper, "Stabilization Policy and Lags" which was
presented at the NSF-NBER Conference on Control Theory and Economic Systems. "Stabilization
Policy and Lags" is forthcoming in theJournal of Political Economy.
'Although the CC model is a special case of the RC model, it is convenient to treat them separately
so that the effects of the length of lags can be discussed apart from the effects of their variability. In
addition, there are certain results which we obtain analytically for the CC model but numerically for
the RC model.
407This paper is a much-abbreviated summary of the paper presented at the
NSF-NBER Conference on Control Theory afld Fconomic Systems which is
forthcoming in the ,Iourna! of Political Lcono,n.Aside from the fact thatmany
results are summarized hut not fully developed here, the other major change
between the Conference paper and this one is that we here use a different stochastic
process for the behavior ofthe random lag coefficients. The process, described here
as the "random [3" case, is one which we now regard as a fairer representation of
the notion of variable lags in the context of discussion of the relative merits of
active and inactive countercyclical policies than the "random 1." case preseited
in the Conference paper. Our reasons for this view are discussed later.
I. THE CC MODEL
A.'t'iodel Description
The model with constant coefficients is a standard first-orderautoregressive
scheme.
Yr = I3Yr - 1 + 1X.-+ U,.
iO
The restriction to a first-order autoregressive process is made for simplicity.
The variable v, represents deviations of some economic variable fromits
target level in each period and will be referred to as "output"; x, is to be under-
stood as the deviations of some relevant instrument or policy variable(say, the
rate of change of the money supply) from that path which would, in the absence
of disturbances, keep the system on target at all times. Equation(I) may represent
the reduced form of some structural model in which there is onlyone controllable
exogenous variable. The value of u, is not known at the time thecurrent value of
the policy variable, X,, is chosen; information availableat the time x, is chosen
consists of past levels of output and of the policy variableitself. The random
variable u, has mean zero, is serially uncorrelated,and without loss of generality
has variance unity. It is assumed thatI/I < 1 so that the system is stable in the
absence ofan active stabilization policy (i.e. ifx,0 for all t): generally we assume
j3 positive.
The time form of the lag coeflicieritsfor the effects of policy, that is the z,
of (1), is assumed proportionalto a density function belonging to the Pascal
family [5].
= (1 - A)').'
r f i - 1 = 1,2,3,4,...
0<2<1.
The parameters rand A determinethestructure ofthe coefTicientswe concentrate
on the cases r1 and r = 2, particularly in theRC model below, but results
holding for all members of thePascal family are given in this section.
To standardize the long-runmultiplier for monetary policy at unity,we set
in (2) equal to (1-. /3). It may be confirmed that then the ultimate efTect on the
level of y obtained byincreasing x by one unit and holdingx at its higher level














thus assured that the "bang per buck" of policy stays constant for any permanently
held values of 2 and (I.
Two comments: first, the ;whicli we call the "direei'' (or "policy") lag
coefficientsdo not give the total effects on y, of a unit input of x at time t- i,
for changes in x at t -- i change output at time t through the autoregressive
parameter/3as well as directly. The level of output as a function of past levels of
the policy variable and the random variable is
yt =01x,_1 + fluUt
=
i=o
This is a convolution of the previous lag coefficients and we refer to the c2as the
"Jinalform" lag distribution. For/3= ), the final form lag coefficients are simply
Pascal of order one higher than the order of the distribution for thethemselves.
Second, we use a particular structure for the cand a particular autoregressive
structure in order to study the effects of the length of lags on stabilization policy;
the mean final form lag of the effect of x on y is /31(1-/3) + (rA)/(1 - A). The
length of lag is thus an increasing function of r, 2 and /3.
The mean final form lag is the sum of the lag due to the autoregressive
structure (the "system" lag) and that due to the policy lag. Thus, by distinguishing
/3from A, we can discuss separately the effects of lags which are inherent in the
economy (/3) from those due to policy (A and r). A long system lag (large /3) auto-
matically implies a long final form lag though policy may work slowly even if /3
is small.
B. The Constant Growth Rate Rule (CGRR)
We describe the policy x, = Ofor all las CGRR, i.e. a policy where no attempt
is made to respond to deviations of y from trend. The asymptotic variance of
output under a constant growth rate rule is
where
The minimal attainable variance of)', is unity, obtained under any policy which
succeeds in making y, = u, for all t. Thus if 1 = 0, the optimal policy is CGRR.
If/3is not zero, there is room for improvement by use of some policy other than
CGRRthe potential improvement increasing with IJ. It is useful to interpret/3
as a measure of the instability of the system in the absence of stabilization policy
in much of what follows, the instability increasing as the system lag increases.
We shall refer to any policy which produces y, = u, as perfect control. All
other policies are imperfect control.
C. Policy Rules
The policy rules used are of the form
(6) x, = r(B). By,
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(5) =E[y] =
1 /32where B is the backshift operator,and 1(B) is a polynomial in B of ordera. For
instance, one such rule with n = Iis
x,=y1y,_1 --'i'2),-2 =g1y1 +g2(y,_1 -
whereg1is a proportional control andg2a desivative control.
Substituting (6), (5) and (2) in (1), and using the operator B, one obtains for
the general Pascal distribution:
(1 - AB)rri
(1 - AB)'(l fiB) - (I - A)'(I - /1)1(B)B
which is an autoregressive moving-average model of order (r + I, r) whenra.
By setting a rend choosing the coefficients in 1(B) appropriately it isalways
possible to obtain
Ye =
which minimizes asymptotic variance-and also, any criterion function including
only variances of output in each period. Thus optimal policies in the CCmodel
are straightforward to obtain.2
To have a better idea of the properties of such policies, we turn for simplicity
to the caser= 1, although similar results apply also for other values ofr.The
optimal policy orr =1 is to use rule (7) with
g2=(1fi)(1A)'
There are a number of interesting features of the rule (10).
In this model, with perfect control, the proportional control depends
only on the autoregressive parameter, and, ina sense, offsets the autoregressive
component of the model, while the derivative control deals also with the direct
lagged effects of policy.
Perhaps most interesting, the strength of the controlsis an increasing
function of the average length of lag, but increases inthe length of lag do not
increase the variance of output.3
The use of negative feedback controlscannot lead to the minimum
variance policy if fi .c 0, that is, if the modelitself, in the absence of control,
contains only negative feedback.
We are also interested in the behaviorof the system when policy is nonoptimal.
Accordingly, we solved analyticallyfor the value of the asymptotic variance 01
the system as a function offi, A and the parameters in the control rule, for values
2 It iseasy to show that for perfect control,
r(B)--fi(lABy - 1fl(lr
Obviously the second half of thissentence must be true if perfect control can be attained. A
stronger result is obtained in Howrey[3].
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g1
(JAof r = 1 and r2. This expression is used in defining the stabilityconditions
in terms of fi, A and the control parameters--forthe system; it is also used to
define a region containing pairs of values ofg1 and g2 which improve upon
CGRR. Forthecasesr= landr = 2the followingadditional results are obtained
The longer are both policy and system lags, themore likely is the system
to be stable for given values of the controlparameters.
Weak negative feedback controlsare bound to be stabilizing relative to
CGRR (for /?> 0).
The longer are both system and policy lags,the more likely is any
choice of control parameters to be stabilizingrelative to CGRR.
In cases where insufficient controlparameters are used, long lags reduce
the potential gains from an active stabilization policyrelative to CGRR ; however,
they increase the likelihood thatany given policy will be stabilizing relative to
CGRR.
2. VARIABLE LAGS AND THE RC MODEL
Equation (I), the basic difference equation,can be rewritten as
= fiy11 + w, + u,
where w represents the total direct effectsof policy, past and present. For the
Pascal distribution with r= 1, the case on which we concentrate in this section,
w1 = (1 - fl)(1 - A)Ax,_1 = (1- fl)(l - A)x1 + Aw_1.
In our random coefficients model, we continueto use (11) and (12) but modify
them by making fi a random variable. This has the effectof making both the
autoregressive component and the effects of policy random.Specifically, we write
fi instead of fi in both (11) and (12), and assume
1 + e,
where e has mean zero, variance a2, is serially uncorrelatedand has zero covariance
with all u. Substituting fl1 for fin (11) and (12), the finalform lag coefficients,
which give the total effects on the level ofoutput in periodof a unit change
in x at timeI -i, are
= (1 flt)(l - A) E AJJ fli-m+1
j=Om1
In Figure 1 we present final form lag distributionsgenerated for the RC
model with). = 0.8, fi (now the mean of the distributionoff1) = 0.5, and r = I.
The fiused in Figure 1 were drawn froma beta distribution-.---for which the
domain is [0, 1] with the variance a2 statedon the diagram. The three cases
shown were chosen from a set of ten distributionsgenerated and represent the
range of examples produced.
The formulation described above is for obviousreasons called the "random /3"
case. In the Conference paper we used the "random A"case in which A in (12)
411Figure 1Three Realizations of Final Form La Distributionsr = J,. = 08, fi = 0.5, a2 = 0.0218)
is a random variable. In the randomA case, randomness of the lag coefficients
affects in the current period only theresults of active countercyclical policy and
not CGRR; in the random ficase the results ofbothtypes of policy are affected.




aWe believe it fairer to active policy touse the random fi model since we do not
believe that CGRR would lead toany less variability of behavioral parameters
than other rules.
We believe that the lag formulations of (14),as shown in Figure 1, retlect
the notion of "variable lags." The time pattern of theeffects of any particular
policy action is not likely to be the sameas those of any other policy action;
the consequences of any particular policy actionare known with certainty neither
in the period in which they are taken,nor in subsequent periods.
Our representation of variable lags treats these lagsas stochastic, but
variability of lags is possible in a deterministic model. For instance,the lags of
monetary policy could vary systematically with the behavior of otherexogenous
variables in the economy, as they do in the FR B-MIT-PennEconometric model.
One might want to model variable lags by,say, havingbe a function of a variable,
the time path of which is specified insome suitable way. This is another possible
route, but it is not one we have so far taken.
For the case r = 2, which we have also examinedwe have instead of(12)
(16) (1 -fl)(l -- ).)2x1 + 2Aw,_1-A2w,_2
and then both the fi in (11) and that in (16) becomefl1with P determined as
in (13).
Finally, we note an important point : our basic assumption for theRC model
is that the lags are "truly" stochasticthe distribution of the J3is specified for
all time.
3. RULES AND THE VARIANCE OF OUTPUT IN THE RC MODEL
Forthecaser = l,using(11)and(12)andthepoljcyrule(7),wjth$,= /? +,
we obtain
y1 [fi, +A+(1 flj(I 2)yjy,_1+[Afl,_1 fiJ(1- )Y21Y,-2
= u, -
or




The question of the stability conditions for equation (18)now arises. There
are a number of concepts of stochastic stability,4 and we shall use the finiteness
of the asymptotic variance of output as our criterion; for if2= 0 this gives the
same stability conditions as those for the CC model. This is a convenient definition
in view of the fact that we evaluate policies by this same criterion.




Deriving the asymptotic variance ofy1 from (18), we obtain
(I-I-c)(I 4-A2) - 22h - a2[o,2(I - A(h- 'i)) -
(1 -- c) 1(1 + c12 - h2]o2{( I + e)a1- ha 12 - b(- ')°21-
+ (1-- c2)a22 - a2[a 1(122 - a21a12]]
where
a11 = (1(1 - A)','1)(1 - (I- A)y - 2h) + (1))2y2+ A2
a12(1A.)y2[2(l --(I .))'1)i.b],a21A[1(1--A.))'1],
22 = A(1 -







where gand gare the optimal proportional and derivative controls. Thus,
the presence of slight variability of the lag coefficients leadsto weaker derivative
and relatively stronger proportional controls than wouldbe optimal in the
absence of the variability. (The proportional controlmay actually increase
absolutely.) Basically, feedback controlsuse the level of output and changes in
output as guides to the behavior of the additive error terim When lagcoefficients
become variable, the level of output becomesa less safe guide to the behavior of
the additive errorbut the change in output is doublyless safe.5 Thus, relatively
more weight is thrown on the proportional control.
It is clear that, in the RC model,we do not obtain certainty equivalence
results. This is a consequence of the fact thatthe current policy variable, x,,
affects current income subject toa multiplicative error.6
It can also be shownonce more atsome lengththat
wheremeans "of the same sign as."
g2 g,0
1g20
That is, the use of weak proportionalor derivative controls is bound to he
stabilizing relative to CGRR if /3 ispositivewhatever the variability and length
of the lags.
This explanation requires the first aulocovarianceof income to be small, which it isat g2 = 0 and with optimal control. (In fact, there iszero autocovaijance at this point.)
6 See Brainard[1] for a fuller discussion of circumstancesunder which certainty equivalence is












Itis, unfortunately, difficult to minimize (19) analytically with respect to
and y, to study the behavior of the system. Accordingly, we have used (19)
to compute optimal rules, stability regions and isovariance loci numerically for
a number of combinations of A,fiand72.In Figure 2 we present a typical diagram
-for the case A = 0.8,Ii= 0.5, o = 0.0278---produced in our numerical analysis:
the large shaded area is the stability region in that values ofg1and g, outside
that area make the system completely unstable; the inner drawn locus is the







£770 VIII I, 0,7. .13.65
Figure 2Stability Area and Isovariance Contours for/I = 0.5,2 = 0.8, r = I. and a2 = 0.0278
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8below that obtained under CGRR; plus signs (+) and asterisks (*) trace the loci
on which the first-order conditions for g1 and g,, respectively, are satisiled; the
optimal values of g1 and g, are, of course, at the intersection of these two loci.
We produced such diagrams For values of A and/3of 0.2. 0.5, and 0.8. and
six values of a2 for each of the nine combinations of). and /3. In each case we took
/3, as belonging to the beta distribution, and computed the variance of /3, for a
number of integer-valued parameters of that distribution.7 It is perhaps worth
emphasizing that the results presented below are not simulation resultswe use
the analytical expression (19) for the asymptotic variance of output to compute
optimal rules numerically.
Our major results are presented in Tables I and 2. Table 1 contains results
for r = 1, Table 2 results for r = 2. The four entries in a row for each combination
of A,/3and a2 are, in order, the optimal g1 (g'), the optimal2(gfl, the value of
the variance of output at the optimum (a), and the value of the variance under
CGRR (o). In addition to the results of the tables, we shall mention results
based on examination of the diagrams such as Figure 2 for the cases presented.
We consider now in turn the effects of changes in (A) the variability of lags, (B) the
length of the policy lag, (C) the length of the system lag.
TABLE 2
A. Variability of Lags
Most of these results are in accord with intuition.
The minimal attainable variance increases with a2.
For small a2, increases in a2 increase the relative strength of the propor-
tional control and decrease absolutely that of the derivative control; as a2
continues to increase both controls are reduced absolutely. This result has been
explained above. Note that the controls y and Y2 (equation (7)) both decrease in
strength with a2.
The area of the outer stability region shrinks with a2-the larger is a2
the more likely is any particular pair of controls to destabilize the system.
We used those integer parameters of the beta distribution which produced the maximum
variance for each value of the mean (/30.2 and 0.8), and then increased these parameters to reduce
the variance of 8,. The maximum variance for/i = 0.5 is much larger than that for the other two cases:
this larger variance, 0.0833, results from the degeneration of the beta distribution into the uniform
distribution. We do not present this case in Table I or Table 2.
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OPTIMAL CONTROLS ANt) VARIANUS FORI = 2. ,0.8,/3 =0.5
3. = 0.8
0
/3 = 0.5 a2 = 0.0278 -0.5 -2.75 1.32 1.39
0.0147 -0.6 -4,5 1.26 1.36
0.0076 -0.7 -6.75 1.21 1.35
0.0035 -0.6 -9.0 1.17 1.34
0.00031 .Ø4 - 13.5 1.12 1.34
0 -0.36 -14.4 1.1 I 1.33